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Decision-Making Process Examples 

This document is meant to serve as a companion to the Decision-Making Process flowchart proposed by the DSA Los 
Angeles Steering Committee for DSA Los Angeles decision-making. For the sake of demonstration, we will assume that 
some committees already have membership-ratified platforms, a process which has not yet taken place. These assumptions 
will be italicized to indicate that they are hypothetical. 

Example A: Healthcare Committee wants to formally cosponsor a rally in support of SB-562. They want the chapter 
to broadcast the event on social media and the website, but don’t expect full chapter turnout. 

● Committee produces a brief proposal.
● Since support for Single Payer and Universal Healthcare is on the Healthcare Committee platform1, and social media

broadcasts/calendar posts do not take up a lot of chapter-wide resources, the Steering Committee approves Healthcare
Committee to cosponsor the event.

● Committee works to turn out Committee members and producing social media content for broadcast.

Example B: Sanctuary City Working Group wants DSA-LA to turn out as many chapter members as possible to a 
rally in support of comprehensive immigration reform. 

● Committee produces a detailed proposal.
● Opposing domestic imperialism in the form of state-sanctioned violence against migrant workers is a part of the Sanctuary City

platform, but Steering Committee decides that turning out the entire chapter requires a significant chapter-wide investment, so the
Steering Committee asks the Working Group to produce a detailed analysis according to approved analysis guidelines.

● Steering Committee evaluates that the initiative is appropriate given our chapter-wide capacity for turnout and chapter goals.
● The proposal is put up for a chapter-wide vote, which asks if chapter members agree that the initiative is appropriate given chapter

priorities.
If approved, Sanctuary City Working Group begins work on turnout, aided by existing chapter-wide mobilization structures.

Example C: A member wants to start an initiative to reform K-12 education. 
● The member puts together a proposal and finds nine other members to cosponsor the proposal.
● Since there is not a group platform that covers engagement with the public education system, the ten interested members produce

a detailed analysis about the reform initiative, according to analysis guidelines. Organized groups of 10+ members or existing
Committees / Working Groups have the opportunity to produce dissenting analyses about the reform initiative, as long as they
follow analysis guidelines.

● Steering Committee evaluates the analyses and determines that the reform initiative is not aligned with current chapter-wide goals
and priorities, and declines to move forward with the initiative.

○ The members in support of the K-12 reform initiative submit a revised proposal & analysis for reconsideration. Steering
Committee evaluates the revised analysis and determines that it is aligned with the chapter’s goals and priorities in its
revised form, and puts the initiative to a chapter-wide vote.

○ Alternately, the members proposing the K-12 reform initiative gather a total of 50 members in support of the original
initiative, and bring the analysis to a chapter-wide vote.

● The revised K-12 reform initiative (or the original initiative with the support of 50 members) is approved by a chapter-wide vote.
● The Steering Committee evaluates that there is currently no existing/appropriate Committee or Working Group to lead the initiative.
● A process to form a new group is initiated, guided by the accompanying Committee and Working Group Structure Proposal and the

chapter-ratified analysis

Example D: A member wants DSA-LA to push for the impeachment of Donald Trump for his Russian ties. 
● The member puts together a proposal and finds nine other members to cosponsor the proposal.
● Since there is not a group platform that covers Russian electoral interference, the parties produce a detailed analysis explaining

why DSA should take on this initiative.
● Steering Committee evaluates that this initiative does not align with chapter goals and priorities.

○ If 50+ members gather in support of the initiative, the analysis is put to a chapter-wide vote.

1 Here, and throughout this document, italics are used to denote entirely hypothetical examples of membership-ratified platforms and 
chapter goals, purely for the sake of demonstration. 
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Example E: A member wants DSA-LA to endorse a particular candidate in the Assembly District 51 race. 
● The member puts together a proposal and finds nine other members to cosponsor the proposal.
● Since there is not a group platform that covers general electoral endorsements2, the ten interested members produce a detailed

analysis about the race and the candidate in particular, according to analysis guidelines. Organized groups of 10+ members or
existing Committees / Working Groups have the opportunity to produce dissenting analyses about the AD51 race, as long as they
follow analysis guidelines.

● All completed analyses are put to a chapter-wide vote.
● All approved analyses are published together.

Example F: The Labor Committee wants to run an initiative to build support for SB-562 among Labor Unions. 
● Committee produces a detailed proposal.
● Since solidarity with labor unions is covered under the Labor Committee platform and support for Single Payer / Universal

Healthcare is covered under the Healthcare Committee platform, Steering Committee approves the two committees to cooperate
on the project.

● The two committees work on the initiative together, with Steering Committee liaisons aiding and facilitating cooperation as
necessary.

● If the project produces a publishable output, the two committees and relevant Steering Committee liaisons must approve the
project as fulfilling the goals of the proposal before it is released.

Example G: AgitProp Committee wants to put together a video explaining a socialist perspective on gentrification. 
● Committee produces a brief proposal.
● Creation and broad distribution of multimedia projects distilling socialist concepts is part of the AgitProp platform, and individual

AgitProp members will donate use of production equipment/space, so creating the videos will not require chapter-wide resources.
● Advance an understanding of the relationship between the creeping privatization of public education, and the gentrification of low-

income communities of color is part of the Housing & Homelessness platform.
● Given that the proposed project aligns with two platforms, and there are two groups well-positioned to undertake the project, the

Steering Committee green-lights production of the video series which should be undertaken in collaboration between AgitProp and
Housing & Homelessness.

● AgitProp & Housing & Homelessness develop project with coordination and support from Steering Committee liaison as
appropriate.

● Before release, AgitProp, Housing & Homelessness, and Steering Committee liaisons approve the video series.
● The video series is released online, carrying the DSA-LA logo and endorsement.

Example H: The Labor Committee want DSA-LA to endorse a ‘No’ position on a ballot measure that would raise the 
minimum wage but threaten collective bargaining rights 

● Labor Committee produces a brief proposal.
● Since solidarity with labor unions is covered under the Labor Committee platform, Steering Committee approves the proposal and

greenlights the production of a public-facing analysis. Decision to move forward with the “No” analysis is published in DSA-LA’s
weekly digest.

● After reading the weekly digest, a member engaged in poverty-alleviation efforts puts together a proposal to endorse a “Yes”
position and finds nine other members to cosponsor the proposal.

○ Steering Committee evaluates the proposal and finds that its argument/orientation is aligned with DSA’s “big tent
leftism” and chapter goals, and greenlights the production of a second, divergent public-facing analysis endorsing a
“Yes” position, which requires and receives ratification by chapter vote.

○ Alternately, the Steering Committee finds that fair wage compensation is covered by the Labor Committee platform, and
facilitates cooperation between the Labor Committee and the group of members proposing a “Yes” vote to produce
either a) a single nuanced analysis that includes both “Yes” and “No” positions, or b) two separate analyses.

● Analyses are developed with Steering Committee support as appropriate, and both “Yes” and “No” analyses are publicly released
together.

2 Here, and throughout this document, italics are used to denote entirely hypothetical examples of membership-ratified platforms and 
chapter goals, purely for the sake of demonstration. 
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